
On The Spot is an educational and informative halfhour, EI program that takes viewers on a lightning 
fast game of entertaining trivia. Each episode delivers endless amounts of meaningful information as the 
show  tackles some of the most mind blowing questions. Can a cow have an accent? Who got the 
world's longest standing ovation? As a kid, did Napoleon hate France? Questions are linked with eye 
catching visuals giving  viewers a chance to guess the right answers. The goal of the series is to provide 
young viewers with an information based program that broadens their knowledge of a wide range of 
educational topics.  This program airs on the stations secondary digital channel 4.4 which was added 
during this quarter on February 6, 2019.

The Coolest Places on Earth is a half hour, EI program that takes young viewers on a journey of discovery 
to the most astonishing places on the planet, cities, festivals, landmarks, and  jaw dropping works of 
nature, exploring each location's history and culture. Each episode showcases three specific locations 
and delivers fast paced, engaging information that's a perfect match for the 21st century learner. The 
goal of the series is to provide young viewers with the inspiration and information to better understand 
and appreciate the culturally and geographically diverse world around them. This program airs on the 
stations secondary digital channel 4.4, Start TV.

Zoo Clues is an educational and informative half hour, EI program that takes viewers on a fast paced and 
entertaining tour of the entire animal kingdom. Each episode delivers meaningful information as the 
show tackles some of the animal kingdom's most mind blowing questions.  Can birds fly backwards? Do 
dogs sweat?  Questions and clues are presented, giving viewers a chance to guess the right answers. The 
goal of the series is to provide young  viewers with a meaningful perspective of the creatures around 
them as well as valuable comparisons to their own human characteristics.  The program airs on the 
stations secondary digital channel 4.4, Start TV.

Animal Atlas is an educational and informative half hour, EI program that travels the globe to meet 
every kind of animal imaginable, from the familiar to the astounding. Each episode takes young viewers 
on a journey through the animal kingdom to learn about the lives, history, and varying  adaptations that 
allow  animals to survive and thrive in the wild. This program airs on the station's secondary digital 
channel, 4.4 Start TV.

Wonderful World is a weekly half hour series that educates and entertains the entire family. We go right 
into the natural habitats of polar bears, exotic monkeys, polar bears, exotic monkeys,  penguins, bald 
eagles, and grizzly bears as we tour the globe to witness wildlife as it's meant to be. This program airs on 
the stations secondary digital channel 4.4, Start TV. 


